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Abstract— Currently electrical power line usage is carried 

out by means of wire. While using this existing wired power 

transmission power wastage to be high and short circuit 

problem’s occurred. For avoiding these problems, a new 

wireless power transmission method is proposed. Our main 

idea is to give an alternative for the primary tesla coil which 

requires a huge voltage for its operation even though it was 

effective in working but it has certain disadvantages like its 

size, operating voltage and has caused damage to its 

environment. So we had made it as a simple one and formed 

an embedded circuit which is a prototype of the future 

invention or the invention of tesla. 

Key words: EMF, High frequency oscillation, Ions, 

Magnifying transformer.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Till now we are using a power line with the means of wire 

since future is a room of development. We may believe for a 

transmission of power which is in wireless method, we are 

about to make a small stepping stone for it where the  power 

transmission will take place in a wireless method .Our main 

objective is to give user friendly environment in home, 

office or may be in an industry which would mark our 

future. The construction of our device is an easy platform 

but its efficiency is high while working. Our main idea is to 

give an alternative for the primary tesla coil which requires 

a huge voltage for its operation even though it was effective 

in working but it has certain disadvantages like its size, 

operating voltage and has caused damage to its environment. 

So we had made it as a simple one and formed an embedded 

circuit which is a prototype of the future invention or the 

invention of tesla. This supply is also preparing from free 

energy which is under designing .We are about to prepare a 

high voltage supply with a minimum requirement of DC 

voltage supply. Thus high supply helps the prototype coil to 

transmit the voltage in the form of electromagnetic voltage. 

This voltage is faced with the electronic devices and 

produces an inductive current in the device which is the key 

for the operation of the electronic device. Like Wi-Fi 

modem we can also create a user account for individual 

users. This type of transmission of electricity may be cost 

effective and also avoid the bundles of wire connections 

which is a thread to us in construction and its 

implementation. This wire connection is also been a thread 

in its complex distribution method and confusing 

interconnection.  

We can also implement a cost rate for the consumer 

like a cellphone charge. This may avoid the thread of 

tapping the energy flow by the thieves or hacker.  But this 

type of security can’t be provided in the present wiring 

methods. This type of energy can also be used for home, 

industry, offices or may be even in cellphones which may be 

a future way of power transmission with a recharge amount 

as our current bill. If this technology is developed in a Nano 

scale which would be more effective for its workability and 

space requirement. I hope more development would take 

place in this device for our electrified future. 

II. BASIC ARCHITECTURES  

A. Magnifying transformer 

 
Fig. 1: Magnifying transformer 

The Magnifying Transmitter is somewhat different from 

classic 2-coil Tesla coils. A Magnifier uses a 2-coil 'driver' 

to excite the base of a third coil ('resonator') that is located 

some distance from the driver. The operating principles of 

both systems are similar. The world's largest currently 

existing 2-coil Tesla coil is a 130,000-watt unit, part of a 38-

foot-tall (12 m) sculpture. It is owned by Alan Gibbs and 

currently resides in a private sculpture park at Kakanui Point 

near Auckland, New Zealand. 

B. Related Formulas 

Ohm's Law 

E = IZ P = IE 

E = volts 

I = current in amps 

Z = impedance or resistance in ohms 

P = power in watts 

Transformer Input and Output 

EPIP = ESIS 

EP = primary voltage 

IP = primary current in amps 

ES = secondary voltage 

IS = secondary current in amps 

Capacitive Reactance 

 
XC = capacitive reactance in ohms 

F = frequency in hertz 

C = capacitance in farads 

Inductive Reactance 

 
XL = inductive reactance in ohms 

F = frequency in hertz 

L = inductance in henrys 

Resonant Circuit Formula 
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F = frequency in hertz 

L = inductance in henrys 

C = capacitance in farads 

Spiral Coil Inductance 

 
L = inductance of coil in 

microhenrys (µH) 

R = average radius of the 

coil in inches 

N = number of turns 

W = width of the coil in 

inches 
 

Table. 1: 

Helical Coil Inductance 

 
L = inductance of coil in microhenrys (µH) 

N = number of turns 

R = radius of coil in 

inches (Measure from 

the center of the coil to 

the middle of the wire.) 

H = height of coil in 

inches 
 

Table. 2: 

Inverse Conical Coil Inductance 

 
L = inductance of coil in 

microhenrys (µH) 

L1 = helix factor 

L2 = spiral factor 

N = number of turns 

R = average radius of coil in 

inches 

H = effective height of the coil 

in inches 

W = effective width of the coil 

in inches 

X = rise angle of the coil in 

degrees 

 

Table. 3: 

Secondary Coil Dimensions 

 

T = AH 

 

L = length of wire in feet 

D = outer diameter of coil form in inches 

H = height of windings in inches 

A = number of turns per inch 

T = total number of turns 

B = thickness of wire in inches 

Medhurst 

 
C = self capacitance in picofarads 

R = radius of secondary coil in inches 

L = length of secondary coil in inches 

Toroid Capacitance 

 
C = capacitance in picofarads 

D1 = outside diameter of toroid in inches 

D2 = diameter of cross section of toroid in inches 

This equation courtesy Bert Pool. 

Sphere Capacitance 

 
C = capacitance in picofarads 

R = radius in inches 

Plate Capacitors 

 
C = capacitance in microfarads 

K = dielectric constant 

A = area of each plate in square inches 

N = number of plates 

D = distance between plates in inches (thickness of 

dielectric) 

Leyden Jar Capacitors 

 
C = capacitance in microfarads 

K = dielectric constant 

D = diameter of jar in inches 

H = height of jar in inches 

T = thickness of jar in inches 

AC RMS and Peak Voltage 

ERMS = 0.7071•EP 

ERMS = RMS voltage 

EP = peak voltage 

Rotary Spark Gap Firings per Second 

 
F = firings per second (hertz) 

R = motor RPM rating 

E = number of rotary electrodes 

Rotary Spark Gap Electrode Speed 

 
S = electrode speed (MPH) 

R = motor RPM rating 

D = diameter of electrode placement circle (inches) 

Energy for L and C 

Capacitance Inductance 

J = 0.5 V2 C J = 0.5 I2 L 

J = joules of energy stored 

V = peak charge voltage 

I = peak current 

C = capacitance in farads 
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L = inductance in henries 

Peak values of V and I are stated in order to emphasize not 

to use RMS values. The energy stored at any given time is 

of course: J(t) = 0.5 [V(t)]2 C and J(t) = 0.5 [I(t)]2 L 

C. Block diagram 

 
Fig. 2: Tesla energizer coil in embedded system 

As shown in figure 2 when the power in turned on the 

embedded system gives the user the controls of how access 

the zapper circuitry for its on and off or to generate an 

oscillation . Then the power from the zapper is given to  the 

transmitter and it starts to transmit the energy. The receivers 

are made according to the requirement of voltage. 

 
Fig. 3: working of tesla coil 

As shown in figure 3.2 the tesla energizer basically works 

on two individual phenomena they are electromagnetic 

induction and ionization. The primary coil induces voltage 

to secondary coil in the form of electromagnetic induction 

and the secondary coil produces a high frequency ionization 

around its range.This cause and ion observing element to get 

induced and to produce voltage 

D. Embedded system 

 
Fig. 4: 

The embedded system used in this project is said to be the 

main key play of its working and also contribute many other 

features for its working. 

E. Methodology 

The Tesla coil can also be used for wireless transmission. In 

addition to the positioning of the elevated terminal well 

above the top turn of the helical resonator, another 

difference from the sparking Tesla coil is the primary break 

rate. The optimized Tesla coil transmitter is a continuous 

wave oscillator with a break rate equaling the operating 

frequency. The combination of a helical resonator with an 

elevated terminal is also used for wireless reception. The 

Tesla coil receiver is intended for receiving the non-

radiating electromagnetic field energy produced by the Tesla 

coil transmitter. The Tesla coil receiver is also adaptable for 

exploiting the ubiquitous vertical voltage gradient in the 

Earth's atmosphere. Tesla built and used various devices for 

detecting electromagnetic field energy. His early wireless 

apparatus operated on the basis of Tertian waves or ordinary 

radio waves, electromagnetic waves that propagate in space 

without involvement of a conducting guiding surface. 

During his work at Colorado Springs, Tesla believed he had 

established electrical resonance of the entire Earth using the 

Tesla coil transmitter at his "Experimental Station." Tesla 

stated one of the requirements of the World Wireless System 

was the construction of resonant receivers. The related 

concepts and methods are part of his wireless transmission 

system Tesla made a proposal that there needed to be many 

more than thirty transmission-reception stations worldwide. 

In one form of receiving circuit the two input terminals are 

connected each to a mechanical pulse-width modulation 

device adapted to reverse polarity at predetermined intervals 

of time and charge a capacitor. This form of Tesla system 

receiver has means for commutating the current impulses in 

the charging circuit so as to render them suitable for 

charging the storage device, a device for closing the 

receiving-circuit, and means for causing the receiver to be 

operated by the energy accumulated. 

Expected output 

 
Fig. 5: 

III. RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

The output of our project is to transmit a high voltage 

around a considerable radius which enhances our device 

working. That ionize a specific range of area were we can 

transmit the electricity. To generate a high voltage and high 

ampere output which could gradually increase the power. 
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